EXCHANGING IDEAS

1. Asking HOW
   • Will you please show me how to __?
   • Will you please repeat the __?
   • How do you (say/spell/__)?

2. Asking for HELP
   • Did I spell ___ correctly?
   • May I (show/explain/__) my idea to you?
   • Is there a better way to ___?

3. Sharing
   • I think __.
   • My (idea/opinion/__) is __.
   • (We think/Our idea is) __.

4. Comparing
   • My idea is similar to (Name’s).
   • (Name) and I have similar ideas.
   • My (idea/__) is different from (Name’s).

5. Restating
   • So, you (said/think/__) that ___.
   • Yes, that’s (right/correct/__)?
   • No. What I (said/meant/__) was ___.

6. Listening
   • My favorite (idea/answer/__) was __.
   • I decided to write __.
   • The idea I (chose/enjoyed/__) was ___.

COLLABORATING about IDEAS

7. Gathering
   • What should we (say/write/add __)?
   • What do you think is the best answer?
   • What’s your (idea/opinion/__)?

8. Giving
   • We could (say/write/add/__)?
   • I think ___ is the best answer.
   • I think we should also (say/write/add/__).

9. Agreeing
   • That (idea/answer/__) would work.
   • That’s a great idea!
   • That’s a perfect (idea/example/__).

10. Deciding
    • I still think ___ is the best (idea/answer/__).
    • Let’s combine our ideas and put ___.
    • Let’s use Name’s idea and add __.

11. Understanding
    • I don’t quite understand your __.
    • What do you mean by ___?
    • Should we add ___ to our answer?

12. Reporting
    • We decided to (write/say/add/__).
    • One (idea/example) we thought of is ___.
    • Our (answer/idea/example/__) is __.